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Dielectric and ellipsometric studies of the dynamics in thin films
of isotactic poly„methylmethacrylate… with one free surface

J. S. Sharp and J. A. Forrest*
Department of Physics and Guelph-Waterloo Physics Institute, University of Waterloo, 200 University Avenue West,

Waterloo, Ontario, Canada, N2L 3G1
~Received 25 October 2002; published 24 March 2003!

We have performed dielectric loss measurements at 1 kHz on thin films of isotactic poly~methyl methacry-
late!. A key distinction of our studies is that the samples measured were supported films with one free surface
rather than films that have metallic electrodes covering both surfaces. This unique sample geometry allows us
to eliminate any effects due to evaporation of metal onto the top film surface and provides a unique opportunity
to make direct comparisons between dielectric loss and glass transition measurements. Film thicknesses in the
range from 6mm to 7 nm were prepared on Al coated substrates. The dielectric loss peak and ellipsometric
glass transition temperature of all films were measured. The dielectric loss was found to exhibit no discernible
film thickness dependence in either the temperature of the maximum loss value or the shape of the loss curve.
In contrast, the measuredTg values were found to decrease with decreasing film thickness with a maximum
shift of 10 K for a 7-nm film. Dielectric measurements were also made on Al coated films and these samples
also showed no shift in the temperature of the loss peak. Finally, theTg measurements were also made on Si
substrates. These values exhibited an increasingTg value with film thickness with a maximum increase of
.15 K being measured for a 7-nm film.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.67.031805 PACS number~s!: 61.41.1e, 68.60.2p, 64.70.Pf, 77.22.Gm
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I. INTRODUCTION

Technology and science are placing increasing importa
on the study and application of very small systems. As te
nological trends tend towards systems of nanometer siz
becomes imperative to gain a complete understanding
how the properties of such small systems might differ fro
those of bulk systems. An example of such an area where
properties at the nanometer length scale exhibit signific
deviations from bulk properties is the study of thin polym
films @1,2#. In particular, studies of the glass transition a
dynamics in thin polymer films offer great promise to i
crease our understanding of dynamics in polymeric syst
and in glass forming systems in general. In recent ye
there has been a strong focus on studies of anomalous
namics in such samples@3,4#. Many such studies focus o
the glass transition temperatureTg of thin films and the dy-
namics at temperatures nearTg . The nature of the glass tran
sition is an important and unsolved problem and a pro
explanation of the thin film data may provide an elucidati
of fundamental physics behind the glass transition.

A crucial point arising from recent reports of contradi
tions between experiments is that great care must be take
making comparisons between results that measure diffe
physical properties. This is true even if these different pr
erties are both probes of the dynamics of the system. Per
the most striking example of such behavior occurs for t
films of polystyrene~PS!. For this polymer, measurements
theTg ~and segmental dynamics! indicate an enhancement o
the dynamics, whereas measurements of the whole chain
bility exhibit exactly the opposite behavior@3#.

*Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Emai
dress: jforrest@uwaterloo.ca
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Early thin film experiments focused on measurements
the glass transition temperatureTg . This temperature is an
important and convenient parameter describing the struct
relaxation of a material. Most measurements ofTg in thin
polymer films involve measurement of the film thickness~or
density! as a function of temperature. The slowing down
dynamic processes in the glassy state results in the ‘‘free
out’’ of certain types of motion. These motions no long
make contributions to properties such as thermal expan
in the material. The glass, therefore, has a smaller ther
expansion coefficient than the liquid. As a result of this t
Tg is manifested as a ‘‘kink’’ in the temperature depende
film thickness data. Since the first detailed study ofTg in thin
films by Keddie, Jones, and Cory@5#, there have been a larg
number of studies focused on polystyrene. Only recently
there been enough data that a reasonably clear picture
evolved even for this single material. For PS films on a v
riety of different substrates, theTg value is film thickness
dependent with aTg , which is reduced below the bulk valu
for films with thickness less than;40 nm. This behavior
does not exhibit a discernible dependence on theMw value
of the polymer, nor a strong dependence on the subst
used. Even though the details of the polymer-substrate in
action do not seem important in thin PS films the presenc
a substrate is important. This is illustrated by the fact t
freely standing PS films exhibit a fascinating behavior@6#
with much largerTg reductions than supported films of sim
lar thickness. Freely standing films also display a comp
catedMw dependence@7–10#. Despite the relatively strong
agreement between different studies of PS films as wel
recent attempts at modeling@8,11–13#, an explanation of the
observed behavior remains elusive.

Measurements of theTg value of a material are, at bes
indirect probes of the dynamics. More seriously, such m
surements are sensitive to the thermal and preparation
d-
©2003 The American Physical Society05-1
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tory of the sample. The indirect nature of glass transit
measurements has prompted a number of studies aime
more direct measurements of the dynamics. Some of th
measurements including dielectric studies@14# and quartz
crystal microbalance measurements@15#, exhibit a film
thickness dependence of the relaxation, which is quan
tively consistent with the measured lowerTg values. Some
studies derived from measures of whole chain motion, on
other hand, indicate that such motion is actually slow
down in thin films compared to the bulk@16#. This stark
contrast illustrates some of the difficulties faced in the t
film measurements. Even though measurements of two
ferent dynamical probes~such as segmental versus chain m
tion! may be used almost interchangeably in bulk syste
the same is not true for thin films. One example of why t
may occur was given by Semenov@17#. This particular ex-
ample brings up a more fundamental question concerning
coincidence of different experimental probes of the dynam
in thin films @2#. The resolution of this question is one of th
most important issues in the study of thin film dynamics.
many thin film experiments it is not always clear what
being probed. Comparison between experiments is obvio
crucial to develop an understanding of the underlying ph
ics, and in thin film samples such comparisons may not b
valid as they are in bulk materials.

One of the experimental details which has been discus
in detail concerns the degree to which the polymer dynam
are dependent on the substrate that the thin film is prep
upon. While for the case of PS, the substrate seemed to b
minimal importance, extension to other polymer systems
revealed that many polymers display a sensitivity to the s
strate material. The earliest indication of this was the w
by Keddie, Jones, and Cory with atactic poly~methyl-
methacrylate! ~PMMA! @18#. That work revealed that theTg
value of a thin PMMA film could actually be increased~on
SiOx) or decreased~on Au coating! from the bulk value de-
pending on the substrate used. Fryeret al. @19# have also
reported a strong sensitivity ofTg values for thin PMMA
films in this case between SiOx substrates and those coat
with hexadimethylsilazane. More recent ellipsometry stud
have suggested much larger effects depending strongly
the tacticity of the polymer. An example of this is the rece
work by Grohenset al. on steroeregular PMMA thin films
@20#. This work shows a fascinating film thickness depe
dence of theTg value on the polymer tacticity withi PMMA
on Si substrates showing strong increases in theTg
('50 K for a 20 nm film! while s PMMA on the same sub
strate material shows significant decreases ('34 K for a 20
nm film!.

Some recent experimental efforts have focused on a
ticular system that brings both of these key issues to
forefront, and needs to be clearly resolved. Thin films
isotactic PMMA have been measured by Hartmannet al. us-
ing broadband dielectric spectroscopy@21#. The dielectric
loss in these studies appears to have little, if any, film thi
ness dependence for frequencies greater than about 103 Hz,
but at lower frequencies the relaxation exhibits a film thic
ness dependence such that at a given temperature, thin
have a shorter relaxation time. This was used to defin
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dielectrically defined Tg , Tg
diel as the temperature where th

relaxation peak is at 1022 Hz. This is done by a slight ex
trapolation of the relaxation curves~approximately one orde
of magnitude extrapolation on data over more than se
orders of magnitude!. The so-definedTg values decrease
with decreasing film thicknesses for films thinner than 1
nm. The magnitude of the effect is such that the thinnest fi
~18 nm! has aTg

diel reduced by;12 K from the bulk value.
These results are then compared with ellipsometric meas
of theTg

diel for the same polymer on Si substrates. The co
parison is striking in that theTg values actually increase with
decreasing film thickness. The magnitude of this effect
also remarkable with a measuredTg value 50 K greater than
the bulk value for an 18-nm film. The discrepancy betwe
these two measures of the dynamics is clearly significa
and there are two possibilities why such a discrepancy m
exist. One possibility is that dielectric spectroscopy and
lipsometry actually probe dynamics in sufficiently differe
ways that it is not possible to learn from comparisons
tween these two measures of the dynamics. An alterna
possibility is that the observed differences are due to
slight differences in sample geometry between the two st
ies. Samples for the dielectric study are spincast onto
coated substrates, and have Al evaporated on the top sur
while the samples measured with ellipsometry were cast o
Si substrates. Either of these effects~the different substrate
or the evaporation onto the top surface! could potentially
affect the result.

Clearly, the above results suggest that we have to ei
give up the assumption that we can compare different ty
of measurements, or we have to concede such a strong
sitivity to sample details as to make comparisons betw
different samples tenuous. Both of these suggestions p
strong limitations on the usefulness of thin film studies, a
we have set out to make a detailed quantitative compar
between systems, where it is reasonable to make and
confidence in such comparisons. In this paper, we prese
study of thin supported films ofi-PMMA. We are able to
measure dielectric loss in thin supported films by incorpor
ing the films into an air-gap capacitor. We are also able to
ellipsometry on the exact same sample geometry (i -PMMA
on Al coated substrates!. This provides us with the opportu
nity to make detailed quantitative comparisons between
results. For completeness, we have also made dielectric
measurements oni-PMMA films that have had an Al laye
evaporated on top~to determine any effects due to therm
evaporation! as well as ellipsometry oni-PMMA films on Si
substrates.

II. EXPERIMENT

Dielectric studies of isotactic poly~methylmethacrylate!
( i -PMMA! were performed using a home-built capacitan
cell. The capacitor plates used in these experiments w
prepared by polishing 3-mm-thick, 20-mm-diameter stainl
steel disks using a series of four different aluminum ox
slurries ~with particle sizes from 1 to 0.05mm) ~Mark V
Laboratories! The resulting surfaces were then cleaned
rinsing first in deionized water and then in chloroform.
5-2
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1.9-mm-thick layer of aluminum was then thermally evap
rated onto one side of the plates using an evaporation ra
30 nm s21 at an ambient pressure of 431026 Torr. This
procedure typically produced structureless surfaces with
rms roughness of 5 nm~measured on an atomic force micr
scope over a 50350 mm2 area!.

The i-PMMA used in this work was obtained from poly
mer source (Mw5212 400,Mw /Mn51.21) and had an iso
tactic content.98%. Films of i-PMMA were prepared by
spin coating the polymer from solutions in toluene onto
aluminum coated capacitor plates. All of the films used
this study were produced using a spin speed of 3000 r
tions per minute on a home-built spin coater. The film thic
ness was controlled by changing the concentration of
solution. Films with thicknesses in the range 7–200 nm w
produced using this method.

The coated capacitor plates were annealed under vac
for 15 h at 90 °C~bulk Tg547 °C), removed and allowed t
cool to room temperature. They were then loaded into
dielectric measurement cell with a second capacitor p
~also polished and coated with Al!. The two plates were
spaced using four 333-mm2, 10-mm-thick polytetrafluoro-
ethylene~PTFE! spacers that had been cut from a large sh
~goodfellow! and cleaned in chloroform. This resulted in c
pacitance values in the range 140–170 pF. An important
tinction between these samples and those involving e
trodes coated onto the polymer film surfaces is that in
present case the capacitor used in each film is essentiall
same, with the actual polymer film being a relatively sm
perturbation. An additional advantage of using such a la
spacer, relative to the thickness of the films being studied
that this method reduces the size of the electric field in
samples. This eliminates any possibility of nonlinear effe
that may possibly be caused by large electric fields, and
vents the difficulties associated with dielectric breakdown
very thin films. The second ‘‘reference’’ plate was used
measure the temperature during the experiment. A ther
couple was fixed~with omegabond 200 thermal epoxy! into a
hole in the plate on the side facing away from the polym
film. This was done so that the thermocouple was in intim
thermal contact with, but electrically isolated from, the a
tual electrode. The voltage on the thermocouple was m
sured with a HP34401 multimeter. A nitrogen purge was u
to gently flush the dielectric measurement cell prior to a
during the experiment. This served to remove any atm
spheric water vapor on either the cell or the capacitor pla
This dry gas purge was essential to decrease the backgr
loss to values low enough to allow measurement of the v
thin films. For the bulk sample measurement, the cell w
suspended in nitrogen vapor~from liquid boil off!, which
allowed the dielectric loss measurements to be extende
temperatures as low as2150 °C.

All of the dielectric measurements were performed us
an Andeen Hagerling 2500A 1-KHz ultraprecision capa
tance bridge. This instrument is capable of obtaining a p
cision of 1026 pF in the capacitance and 1028 in the dielec-
tric loss tangent. The instruments were controlled and
data collected using custom software written in national
struments labview. This equipment was used to simu
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neously measure the capacitanceC and dielectric loss tan-
gent tand5e9/e8 of the system as a function of the samp
temperature. The lowest room temperature loss tangent m
sured was 1.8531026, which was obtained for the empt
cell. To obtain the temperature dependence of the dielec
loss, the temperature of the samples was increased f
25 °C to 140 °C using a ramp rate of 10 K min21. They were
then allowed to slowly cool at 2 –3 K min21. The tempera-
ture was then cycled between 30 °C and 130 °C using h
ing and cooling rates of 2 – 3 K min21. The dielectric loss
tangent tand and capacitanceC of the system were average
and recorded every 2 sec. Ellipsometry measurements w
also performed oni-PMMA films that had been spin coate
onto aluminum coated substrates. The aluminum substr
for the ellipsometry studies were prepared by therma
evaporating a 1.9-mm-thick layer onto 232-cm2 silicon wa-
fers ~@100# orientation, compart technology!. The evapora-
tion rate used in the deposition of this aluminum layer w
the same (30 nm s21) as that used to coat the capacit
plates, and produced an aluminum surface with a roughn
essentially the same as that on the steel capacitor plates

Films of i-PMMA were spin coated onto the aluminum
coated silicon wafers, annealed under vacuum at 90 °C
15 h, allowed to cool to room temperature and then pla
on the ellipsometer sample stage. An Exacta 2000 nul
ellipsometer ~Waterloo Digital Electronics! using a laser
wavelength of 633 nm and an incident angle of 60.
60.1° was used for the ellipsometry studies. The values
the zone-averaged polariserP and analyserA angles required
to obtain a null value at the photodiode detector were
corded as a function of temperature. The zone averag
compensates for imperfections in the optical compone
and is meant to provide a more reliable absolute value in
final quantities. The samples were cooled from 80 °C
10 °C in steps of 2 °C. At each temperature interval,
samples were allowed to equilibrate for 1–2 min before d
were collected. This gave an effective cooling rate
0.2 K min21. TheP andA data obtained from the ellipsom
etry experiments were converted to thickness and refrac
index, using the semi-infinite slab approximation for a fil
on an oxide coated substrate, described by Azzam
Bashara@22#. A transfer matrix method was used to constru
the fresnel coefficients (r p and r s) for the p and s compo-
nents of the reflected light from the film. These were th
used to construct a second expression for the complex q
tity r5r p /r s . An experimental value ofr was then con-
structed using the relationrexp5tan(A)exp@i(2P1p/2)# and
the quantityZZ* minimized using a Nelder-Mead uncon
strained nonlinear simplex optimization method, whereZ
5r2rexp and Z* is its complex conjugate. The only fi
parameters in this procedure were the thickness and re
tive index of the polymer film. Table I gives a list of th
other parameters used in the fitting procedure along with
references used to source the information. In each case
thickness of the oxide layer was determined by using
substrate values ofP andA and assuming a thin unform sla
of oxide on a semi-infinite medium of the substrate mater
This procedure of using the multilayer technique was fou
5-3
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to provide much more reliable data than the use of an ‘
fective substrate’’ method where an effective index of t
substrate including oxide layer is used in the calculation
contrast to many polymer/substrate systems, it was neces
to do the inversion before trying to extractTg values. The
reason for this is that in the PMMA/AlOx /Al system, the
changes in the ellipsometric anglesP andA are strong func-
tions of the refractive indexn, and film thicknessh. For such
strong dependence, linear changes inh andn do not lead to
linear changes inP andA even for the small ranges consid
ered in a typical cooling run. The ellipsometry for the capp
films was more involved. Given the larger number of u
knowns in that case, it was not possible to reliably invert
data, soTg values could not be determined using ellipso
etry.

III. RESULTS

A. Dielectric measurements

After the first heating and cooling cycle, the values
tand and the position of the maximum of thea loss peak
were reproduced to within62 °C between temperatur
cycles. The background signal in the first heating cycle w
found to be significantly larger than in subsequent cyc
This may be due to the presence of small molecules~most
likely water molecules! adsorbed on to capacitor plates a
cell that are removed during the first heating cycle. The
of dry purge gas prevents reformation of a water layer. T
data obtained for tand as a function of temperature are plo
ted in Fig. 1. Also shown, in Fig. 1~b!, are the results of the
same measurements performed on films ofi-PMMA that
have had a 30-nm layer of aluminum evaporated on top
the polymer using an evaporation rate of 3 nm s21. This
second set of experiments was performed so that a com
son could be made between the samples described a
~i.e., having one free surface! and those with an aluminum
capping layer. The aluminum capped films are similar
those studied previously@25,21# where it was suggested tha
evaporation of the second aluminum electrode could be
sponsible for the anomalous results obtained in these stu
In the present study, the second evaporated layer does no
as the electrode because the 10-mm PTFE spacers wer
placed on top of this layer to isolate it and the polymer fi
from the reference plate. While it may be preferable in so
way, it was not possible to use the same evaporation co
tion for the top layer as was used for the underlying lay
The reason for this is that in order to maintain the possibi
to perform subsequent ellipsometric studies, it is neces
that the Al layer not be so thick that there is no optic
penetration into the polymer. The value of 30 nm was cho

TABLE I. Parameters used in ellipsometry inversion calcu
tions

Substrate n noxide hoxide ~nm!

Aluminum 1.30026.500i @23# 1.765@24# 8.860.1
Silicon 3.86020.019i @24# 1.460@24# 1.860.1
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as it allows a reasonably thick Al coating while still bein
thin enough for ellipsometry studies~even though inversion
of the ellipsometric data for the capped films was not ev
tually achieved!. In order to have reasonable control over t
reproducibility of the experiment for a 30-nm capping lay
it is necessary to employ the low evaporation rates use
these studies.

Thea-relaxation data shown in Fig. 1 fori-PMMA sit on
a background that for the thinner films studied make de
mination of the peak position less obvious. To make m
detailed analysis, it is necessary to remove the backgro
An empty cell run was taken with the same experimen
conditions ~e.g., cooling rates! as the runs involving thin
films. This empty cell spectrum was simply scaled by a m
tiplicative factor to make the high temperature values
tand ~where there is no relaxation! equal to that of the data
file, and then subtracted from the data. This was done for
the film thickness studied, except the 6-mm-thick ~bulk! film.
In the case of the 6-mm-thick film, the contribution due to
the background was negligible and correction of the data
not necessary. Under normal circumstances, subtractio
tand values is not a valid method for performing backgrou
corrections. The correct way to perform the background s
straction is to correct thee8 and e9 by their background
values@21,25# and then take the ratio to determine the co
rected value of tand. The geometry of the air-gap capacito
used in this study allows us to make a number of appro

-

FIG. 1. Dielectric loss tangent tand as a function of temperature
for thin films of i-PMMA ( Mw5212 400). Data are shown for film
supported on aluminum substrates with~a! one free surface, and~b!
with a 30-nm aluminum capping layer. The data shown corresp
to film thicknesses of (s) 7 nm, (d) 29 nm, (h) 33 nm, (j) 42
nm, (n) 67 nm, (m) 78 nm, (,) 89 nm, (.) 127 nm, and (L)
259 nm.
5-4
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DIELECTRIC AND ELLIPSOMETRIC STUDIES OF THE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 67, 031805 ~2003!
mations that makes the subtraction of tand values equivalent
to subtractinge9 values. This is because the measurede8
values are given by an average of thee8 values for the poly-
mer and the air gap, weighted by their thickness. The m
sured capacitance changes in a typical experiment wer
the order of 3–4 pF~a typical measured capacitance val
was 150 pF! for all the film thickness studied. After correc
ing for the thermal expansion of the PTFE spacers, the d
were inverted to extract values ofe8. The resulting values
were found to be dominated by the properties of the air
ande8 was determined to be close to one for all temperatu
in the range 50°C,T,130°C. The measurede8 was found
to be weakly dependent upon temperature in this range.
e8 values obtained for the empty cell showed similar beh
ior. The similar behavior ofe8 for the data collected from the
i-PMMA films and from the empty cell means that subtra
ing the tand values of the empty cell behavior from the da
collected for thei-PMMA films is approximately equivalen
to subtractinge9 values. Below 50 °C, the values ofe8 ob-
tained, show a stronger temperature dependence. This
explain the lack of systematic variation in the data in Fig
for temperatures,50 °C. The remaining deviations at hig
temperatures are due to small changes in the background
occur upon different assemblies of the capacitor. The valid

FIG. 2. Corrected dielectric loss data for thin films ofi-PMMA
(Mw5212 400). The data are scaled by the maximum value of
a loss peak (tandmax) so that a comparison of the peak shapes
the different film thicknesses studied can be made~see text!. Data
are shown fori-PMMA films with ~a! one free surface and~b! with
a 30-nm-thick capping layer. Thei-PMMA film thicknesses studied
are (s) 7 nm, (d) 29 nm, (h) 33 nm, (j) 42 nm, (n) 67 nm,
(m) 78 nm, (,) 89 nm, (.) 127 nm, and (L) 259 nm. The solid
line is the scaled data obtained for a bulk sample (6.3mm). The
inset shows a plot of the data collected for the bulk sample, ta
over a wider temperature range.
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of the background subtraction procedure is confirmed by
comparison performed below of the scaled tand values ob-
tained in the present study with those of Hartmannet al. @21#
and Wübbenhorstet al. @25#.

Figure 2 shows the ratio of tand to tandmax for the cor-
rected data, where tandmax is the value of tand at the maxi-
mum value of thea relaxation peak. The solid line is for
6-mm ~bulk! sample and the inset shows an extension of
measurement on the bulk sample over a temperature ra
large enough to encompass the entireb relaxation peak. The
data shown are again for films with one free surface in F
2~a! and for aluminum capped films in Fig. 2~b!. All of the
data shown were taken from the second cooling of
samples though any subsequent cooling cycle could
have been used. Perhaps the most obvious feature of
figure is that there is no discernible shift in the dielect
relaxation peak at a measurements frequency of 1 kHz
i-PMMA films with a thickness as low as 7 nm. This obse
vation is in agreement with the results of Hartmannet al.
@21# where for films ofi-PMMA ( Mw5164700) with thick-
ness as low as 20 nm there was no observed shift in
1-kHz data. Closer inspection of the data in Fig. 2 reve
that there is also no discernible change in the peak sh
The small differences at higher temperatures are due
subtleties in removing the background, but what is clea
that in the low temperature loss~where enhanced dynamic
in thin films would be observed! there is no evidence for a
change of behavior in the thinner films. A distinct possibili
has been raised previously that the evaporation of a m
layer on top of the polymer film may actually modify th
film properties. This has been discussed as a potential ex
nation between differing results in dielectric studies
i-PMMA systems. We investigate that possibility by al
studying PMMA films that have had an Al coating evap
rated on top of the film. Figure 2~b! shows the scaled dielec
tric loss ~after removal of the background! as a function of
temperature for these samples. As in the previous plot,
most obvious feature of the data in Fig. 2~b! is that the po-
sition of the loss peak for this system also displays no
pendence on film thickness for films in the entire film thic
ness range. Though the capped systems exhibit more sc
there is no monotonic shift in the position of the loss pe
maximum.

In producing the scaled data of Fig. 2, one also obtains
actual magnitude of the maximum value of the dielectric lo
tangent as a function of the film thickness. Since the film
part of an air-gap capacitor which is, to a good approxim
tion, not varying between samples, we can expect the
peak value of the dielectric loss to be proportional to the fi
thicknessh. Figure 3 shows a plot of the value of tandmax as
a function of the film thickness. One noteworthy point of th
data is the small magnitude of tandmax. All films with h
.100 nm have a tandmax,131024, and the smallest films
have a tandmax of less than 231025. These small values o
tandmax require the ability to measure changes in tand of
about 131026. By using spacer layers of smaller thicknes
one could relax this requirement. If we extrapolate the
lines to the value of the spacer (10mm) and compare this to
the bulk value of tand at 1 kHz, we find that the extrapolate
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tand values derived from the data in Fig. 3 are still low
than expected@25#. This effect is examined in more detail i
the inset of Fig. 3, where we plot tandmax/h as a function of
film thickness. Also shown in the inset to Fig. 3 is a dash
line corresponding to the value of tandmax/h for the 6 mm
film. The simple argument given above leads to the sugg
tion of a constant value of tandmax/h. All of the thin film
data are clearly below the value for the ‘‘bulk’’ sample, a
with the exception of the data points for the thinnest film
there is a trend of decreasing values of tandmax/h as the film
thickness is decreased. The very thinnest films are most
ject to small quantitative errors after the background s
straction; and so the two observations above suggest a s
decrease in the relaxation strength as the film thickness
creases. An interesting point of the data in Fig. 3 is that
value of tandmax is very similar for both the supported an
the Al capped films. In recent dielectric studies of thin po
mer films @14,21#, it has been suggested that the film thic
ness dependence of the relaxation strength is due to the
ence ofdead layersnear the interfaces that do not contribu
to the relaxation. The quantitative coincidence we obse
between films with one free surface and those with no f
surfaces does not support the suggestion of thesedead layers
as the principal reason for the observed film thickness dep
dence of the relaxation strength.

B. Ellipsometry measurements

As mentioned previously, the use of ellipsometry f
PMMA on Al substrates is not as straightforward as it is
some other systems@5#. As a result, it is not always possibl
to extract aTg from raw ellipsometric data. In this case it
necessary to invert the data, within the context of so
model, to film thickness and refractive index. Figures 4 an
show the rawP andA data for two differenti-PMMA films
~127-nm-thick film and a 32-nm-thick film! supported on Al
coated substrates as well as the thickness and refractiv
dex obtained from the numerical inversion. The glass tra

FIG. 3. Variation of tandmax with film thickness fori-PMMA
(Mw5212 400) films supported on aluminum substrates with (h)
one free surface and (d) with a 30-nm capping layer of aluminum
The inset shows the value of tandmax/h as a function of film thick-
ness for both the uncapped and capped films (nm21). The dashed
line represents the value obtained for a 6.3-mm-thick film ~bulk
sample!.
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tion is determined in this case by manually fitting the tw
straight line regions on either side of the transition. For
data used in this experiment, the transition contrast is h
enough that this procedure is relatively insensitive to sm

FIG. 4. Plots showing the zone-averagedP (h) and A (d)
ellipsometry data as a function of temperature. Data are shown
both a 127-nm and a 32-nm-thicki-PMMA film supported on alu-
minum substrates. All data were collected with an effective cool
rate of 0.2 K min21.

FIG. 5. The fitted values for the thickness (n) and refractive
index (.) of i-PMMA films as a function of temperature. TheTg of
the polymer is defined as the temperature at which the linear c
structions to the film thickness data intersect.
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variations in choice of which points constitute the glassy a
melt regions. Figure 5 also shows the fits to these two lin
regions on either side of the glass transition. Not only can
use these straight lines regions to determineTg , but we can
also use the values of the slope that correspond to the ex
sion coefficients of the glassy and melt state of the polym
as a check on the validity of the fitting routines used
deriveh andn. Typical values for the expansion coefficien
of the PMMA films were determined to be 1.9960.70
31024 K21 in the glassy state and 7.8260.5531024 K21

in the melt state. These values are both consistent with
erature values of the expansion coefficient of PMMA@26#.
One point worth noting is that theabsolute valuesof the
refractive index and film thickness are highly sensitive to
incident angle, and as a result inaccuracies in the incid
angle tend to lead to errors in the absolute fit values ofh and
n ~but not in the relative changes and hence theTg). This
problem is more severe for the thinnest films, and can so
times lead to fractional errors in the absolute value of
refractive index by as much as 10%. Another effect that le
to quantitative~but not qualitative! discrepancy at small film
thicknesses is the assumption used in the model calcula
The interfaces in the system are assumed to be perfectly
when we know they have a roughness of a few nanome
For thick films this has no effect, but when the film thickne
approaches the surface roughness, quantitative discrepa
may arise in the absolute values of any derived phys
quantities.

As in any dilatometric method, theTg is determined from
a break in the thickness~refractive index! versus temperature
plots shown in Fig. 5, by the temperature where the t
constructed lines intersect@4#. Figure 6 shows measuredTg
values as a function of film thickness fori-PMMA films on
Al coated substrates, as well asi-PMMA films on Si wafers
with the native oxide layer intact. The most obvious asp
of the data is the qualitative change in the measuredTg val-

FIG. 6. Thickness dependence of the glass transition temp
ture (Tg). Data are shown fori-PMMA films (Mw5212 400) sup-
ported on aluminum substrates with (h) one free surface. Data ar
also shown for uncapped films ofi-PMMA ( Mw5212 400) sup-
ported on (d) silicon substrates. The solid line shows the dielect
Tg data for supported films ofi-PMMA ( Mw5164 000) on alumi-
num with a thin aluminum capping layer, taken from Ref.@21#.
These data are shifted for comparison with the present work.
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ues on the different substrates. For the case of Al coa
substrates, theTg decreases with decreasing film thicknes
while for the Si substrates, theTg increases with decreasin
film thickness. This observation is very similar to that o
served by Keddieet al. for the case of atactic PMMA on
SiOx and Au coated substrates, where it was observed
the Tg decreased on Au coated substrates but increase
SiOx @18#. This difference between theTg values on different
substrates, and especially the observation of a decreasinTg
with film thickness for the case of Al substrates is of impo
tance in this case as it is the difference between the ellip
metric and dielectric studies of Ref.@21# that has become a
focus for discussion. The new ellipsometric results presen
in Fig. 6 agree at least qualitatively with the estimatedTg
values in Ref.@21#, determined using extrapolation of diele
tric relaxation studies that were performed on thini-PMMA
films capped with a thermally evaporated Al layer. A mo
quantitative measure of agreement is provided by compa
the data in Fig. 6 to the solid line that fits to the data of R
@21# with a constant shift applied to the solid line to allow fo
coincidence of the values at large values of the film thic
ness. This comparison leads to a quantitative agreemen
the extent of theTg shift using the two different dynamica
probes~dielectric andTg) within the uncertainty of the mea
surements. The magnitude of difference in the the measu
Tg values between the two substrates becomes as large
K for the thinnest film of 7 nm. This difference is larger tha
that observed by Keddieet al., but a detailed comparison i
not warranted as the tacticity is different in the two differe
studies. Grohenset al. have recently shown that tacticity ca
have a significant effect on theTg value @20#. Comparisons
can also be made to recent measurements ofi-PMMA on Si
substrates. The results of thei-PMMA on oxide coated Si can
be compared with other recent studies@20,21#. While the
results for Si shown in Fig. 6 agree qualitatively with the
previous studies, there are significant quantitative diff
ences.

A summary of the results for the case ofi-PMMA films on
Al-coated substrates is shown in Fig. 7. The hollow triang
~corresponding to the right-hand axis! in this figure indicate

a-

FIG. 7. Comparison of the thickness dependences of the e
sometricTg (h) and Ta , the position of thea loss peak (n) in
i-PMMA ( Mw5212 400) measured at 1 KHz. This plot also sho
the position of the 1 kHz loss peak fori-PMMA ( Mw5164 000)
taken from the data in Ref.@21# (m). The dashed line represents th
position ofTa for a 6.3-mm-thick film ~bulk sample!.
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the temperature of the maximum value for the 1-kHz diel
tric loss as a function of the film thickness. As a comparis
the dashed line gives the peak position for a 6-mm bulk
sample. The data show that in the entire range of film thi
ness from 6mm to 7 nm~i.e., almost three orders of magn
tude in film thickness!, the peak of the 1-kHz dielectric los
peak occurs at the same temperature. The data are com
to, and are seen to agree quantitatively with, the 1-kHz d
of Hartmannet al. which is given by the solid symbols
Given sometimes significant discrepancies between diffe
studies, this level of agreement between studies from dif
ent laboratories is encouraging. Agreement between the
electric data of the supported films in this study and
capped films used in other dielectric studies is clear not o
in the peak position, but also in the entire peak shape. Fig
8 shows a comparison between the results of our study
supported films, the study of Ref.@21#, and Ref.@25#. The
comparison in Fig. 8~a! is for bulk samples and shows exce
lent agreement. Even more remarkable is the fact that
level of agreement is still observed for the case of the 33-
films from each study. In this case, there are small diff
ences only at the highest temperatures. The mutual con
tency between the results of the present study and other s
ies, in terms of the thickness dependencies of theTg and
1-kHz a peak is encouraging.

Returning to Fig. 7, the temperature of the dielectric lo
peak can also be compared to the measuredTg value given
by the hollow squares. The separation between the 1-
loss peak temperature and the ellipsometricTg was shown in
Fig. 6 to agree with the observation in Ref.@21# that only at
low frequencies;1022 Hz do the dielectric loss value

FIG. 8. Scaled peak shapes for thea loss peak. The data show
are taken from this study (h), Ref. @25# (n) and Ref.@21# (s).
Data are shown for 6.3-mm ~bulk! and 33-nm-thick films, respec
tively. The dashed vertical line marks the position of tandmax (Ta)
for the a loss peak in the bulk sample.
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show a film thickness dependence. This behavior pla
some limitations on what sort of an effect can be respons
for the observedTg reductions. For instance, one way
which theTg can be changed is through a simple change
the T0 value of the Vogel Fulcher Tamman relationt
5t0expB/(T2T0). A shift in T0 was suggested to explain ob
servations in photon correlation experiments on free stand
PS films @15#. A simple calculation usingB and T0 values
consistent with the data of Ref.@21# shows that a change in
the T0 value will produce a change in the relaxation time
103 Hz essentially the same as that at 1022 Hz.

One explanation that is consistent with the data involv
the existence of a dynamical correlation length@4#. The ef-
fect this has on the dynamics is not described simply b
change in the Vogel-Fulcher parameters. The argumen
that the correlation length is a function of temperature
proposed initially by Adam and Gibbs. While it is general
agreed that this dynamic correlation lengthj has a tempera-
ture dependence. There are few estimates as to an app
mate value forj, or for its temperature dependence. O
idea is that at sufficiently high temperatures, particle mot
is noncooperative, but as the temperature is lowered the
a cooperativity onset temperatureTons and the dynamic cor-
relation lengthj;(Tons2T)a, wherea is a power that de-
pends on certain assumptions about the dimensionality of
cooperatively rearranging regions. For compact regio
Donth finds that the cooperativity volumeVa;(Tons2T)2

@27#. Using a fluctuation model to analyze calorimetric da
Donth @27# has provided estimates of the magnitude ofj as
well as its temperature dependence. For many polymers
value ofj near the bulkTg is a few nanometers@28#, and for
the case ofa-PMMA j is given as 1.360.2 nm @29#. This
order of magnitude is also suggested in NMR experime
@30#, where a correlation length of 3 nm atTg110 K was
suggested . In this case we can see that nearTg , the dynamic
correlation length is a few nanometers, but at the high te
perature of the 1-kHz loss peak~i.e., Tg130 K) the length
scale will be much smaller, reaching a minimum value~of
the order of the polymer persistence length! at Tons. Clearly
the onset of any finite size effects requires that the sam
size be comparable to the value ofj. At lower peak relax-
ation frequencies this condition will be satisfied for mu
thicker films than at higher frequency simply because
higher frequency peak relaxation necessarily occurs a
higher temperature. The result is that as one increases
measurement frequency, the largest film thickness wh
anomalies will be observed will decrease. This argumen
similar to those described by Kremeret al. @31# and Anasta-
siadiset al. @32#. It provides one qualitative explanation wh
one would observe deviations from bulk dynamics usingTg
measurements or low frequency dielectric studies, but
observe deviations in the higher frequency dynamics of
same films.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have performed a detailed study on thin films
i-PMMA using dielectric loss measurements and ellipso
5-8
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etry. By studying supported films on the same substrate
terial, we are able to make detailed comparisons betw
dielectric loss measurements and ellipsometrically de
minedTg values. The temperature corresponding to the p
in the 1-kHz dielectric loss was found to be independen
film thickness. Al coated samples were also studied
found not to exhibit a discernible difference in the dielect
loss peak from supported films. Ellipsometric studies on b
Al and Si substrates show a qualitative change in theTg
behavior with substrate similar to that demonstrated in ot
studies. Finally, we demonstrate reasonable quantita
agreement between the ellipsometry measurements o
d

ci
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substrates, and the extrapolation of dielectric measurem
reported by Hartmannet al.
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